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NEW BELLA VISTA PICTORIAL HISTORY BOOK 

We are excited to announce that we are now stocking our new pictorial history book about Bella Vista in our 
museum gift shop.   This is a fundraiser with all profits and royalties going to the museum.  The book is also 
available for pre-order (release date is April 5) on Amazon, just search for Bella Vista Images of America.  The 
first book signing by authors Xyta Lucas and Dale Phillips is scheduled for Saturday, April 17, starting at 2 p.m. 
at the museum.  If the weather cooperates, we plan to have some fun outdoor activities in conjunction with 
the book signing that day.  Dale and Xyta were interviewed by Nancy Noyes of the Bella Vista Community TV 
station on March 27, with the segment to be shown on April 14 on the Bella Vista and Beyond program at 4:00 
p.m. and 6:00 p.m. and repeats over the next couple of days. The station is on Cox Cable channel 222 and 
Uverse Channel 99, and on You Tube.  Nancy’s son Nicholas and station manager Steve Little were the camera 
operators for our segment.   Nancy also interviewed Jill Werner in January about the museum.   
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The Bella Vista Historical 

Society was founded in 1976 in 

order to “discover, collect, 

preserve or restore materials 

and artifacts concerned with 

our community’s heritage.”  

http://www.bellavistamuseum.org/


CONDOLENCES  

Our condolences go to the Billingsley family and extended family members in the recent death of Boyce 
Billingsley.  She was the stepdaughter of John Cooper Sr and was very active in Cooper Communities and in 
Bella Vista with her husband George Billingsley.   He died in 2002.               

************************* 

NEW NEIGHBORS 

We are looking forward to finding out who our new neighbors are going to be in the former American Legion 
building next door to the museum.  They’ve taken the letters off the building so now the front looks all bare.  
The closing is scheduled for April 15. 

 

 ************************* 

BELLA VISTA CIVIL WAR ROUND TABLE 

The Bella Vista Civil War Round Table is now meeting again at the Bella Vista museum.  The meetings are open 
to the public with masks required and social distancing for those who are not members of the same 
household.   There is no admission charge but donations for speaker expenses are welcomed.  The speaker for 
the March meeting was Jim Erwin who is the president of the St. Louis Civil War Round Table and the author of 
several books on the Civil War.   Unfortunately the speaker for the April meeting had to cancel, but the May 
meeting is set for Thursday, May 6 at 7 p.m.  The speaker will be Dale Phillips on the battles of Baton Rouge 
and Port Hudson.  For information about future programs, contact Chuck Pribbernow at cnpribb@yahoo.com, 
phone 479-790-4138.  The Round Table recently received the donation of a large number of books from the 
American Legion Library which, combined with donations of books from individual Round Table members, 
were sold at the museum for several weekends in February as a fundraiser for the Round Table to help pay for 
speaker expenses.  Dale Phillips manned the table every weekend with the help of Chuck Pribbernow, both 
Round Table officers.     

Jim Erwin, speaker at the March 4 meeting.                              Dale Phillips, manning the tables for the book sale.  
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PATRICE MURPHY – VOLUNTEER LANDSCAPER 

In the summer of 2017, we put a notice in the Weekly Vista about needing a volunteer to manage the 
landscaping around the museum building.  Susan Porter had handled that task for a long time but was ready to 
give it up, and Patrice Murphy responded.  So for over three years now, she has done a great job of keeping 
the flower beds and plants in front of the museum and in the two flower beds out by the highway looking 
great.   Barb Wenger joined her last year and we appreciate them both!   

Patrice grew up on Long Island, New York, one of five children, and the granddaughter of Irish immigrants on 
both sides of her parents’ family.  Her dad’s parents knew each other casually in Ireland and ended up crossing 
the Atlantic on the same ship, the Adriatic, which made its journey April 18 - April 27, 1912.  In fact, Patrice’s 
grandfather and a friend of his had tickets to cross on the Titantic, which left England on April 10, 1912, but 
the friend was sick so they fortunately postponed a week their departure to come on the Adriatic.  (The Titanic 
sank on April 15, 1912.)   

After starting college in New York, Patrice decided she wanted to go into horticultural therapy, where she 
would work with various ages and types of clients, helping them see the therapeutic benefits, to put it simply, 
of ‘growing things’.  The only school in the nation offering that degree at the time was Kansas State in 
Manhattan, Kansas, so she moved to Kansas, getting her Bachelors and Masters there.  She also met her 
husband Jeff Layton, a Kansas native, who was working on his Ph.D. at K-State in Soil Physics, and they married 
in 1983.   

Over the years, in addition to raising a son and a daughter, Patrice branched out from horticultural therapy 
and altogether spent 24 years working in Community Mental Health in several cities in eastern Kansas.  Along 
the way, Jeff switched careers to computer programming and now works for Walmart in Bentonville, which is 
what brought them to Bella Vista.  Patrice retired with their move to Arkansas, but Jeff is still working for 
Walmart, currently from home.  Their daughter and her family including two children live in Basehor, Kansas.  
Their son finished his Master’s degree in Chemistry last year in France and returned with his wife, and now a 
new baby boy born in January, to Northwest Arkansas to work for his former employer in Springdale. 

In addition to their three grandchildren, Patrice and Jeff have three dogs that keep them busy.  This year she 
signed up to become a Master Naturalist, and is completing the online training this spring.  The classes include 
subjects such as geology, soil, birds, and water quality, kind of an ‘environmental umbrella’.   

Patrice also enjoys volunteering at Crystal Bridges where she has learned a lot about native plants and grasses, 
so she’s been having fun with experimenting with some of those in her own yard.  She also monitors the 
bluebird boxes on the Country Club golf course, so she’s a busy lady but we are very happy that she’s 
continued to make time for our museum!      
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DONATIONS 

Jody and Steve Latham of Latham Cabinetry recently donated these white cabinets to our museum.   We are 
pleased to have them and soon filled them up with exhibits.  Our thanks go to Butch Latham and Cody 
Masterson for delivering them and setting them up for us to use.  They dressed up our Linebarger Room! 

  

During the past year of having to stay home and find activities to do, Bella Vista resident David Rew decided to 
get back to his love of painting.   He became very productive and has donated some of his works to the 
museum to sell or display.  We put one in the gift shop which sold the same day, one is on display in our new 
Latham cabinets, and two others are on display in our Tanyard Creek exhibit area.  David said he would 
continue to do this, and has already donated two more which are available for sale in our gift shop.  We look 
forward to his future works, and really appreciate his generosity!    

  

 

In January 2021, Barry Bowles donated a 1928 Sunset 
Hotel ledger to the museum that his father, Richard J. 
Bowles, had found in the 1970’s in the rafters of an 
old building he was taking down in Bella Vista.  The 
ledger lists that summer season’s fees for telephone 
and telegraph usage by summer residents.   We have 
this ledger also on display in our new Latham 
cabinets.    

 

Other recent donations include a variety of vintage Bella Vista Village items from Scarlett Basore and the 
Basore family; also a vintage Bella Vista Village golf towel from Carol Phillips.  We love getting donations that 
have a direct tie to Bella Vista history!                                                                                                                                4 



PRINTS FOR SALE 

Speaking of donations, we want to thank the Benton 
County Historical Society who recently donated a 
large group of prints by Bella Vista artist Athline Cates 
which we combined with some previously donated, 
and are now selling at our museum.  You are welcome 
to stop by and browse.   

 
 

************************* 

ANNUAL ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

We normally have an annual membership meeting in March, at which we have a special speaker and also elect 
officers for the coming year. This year, due to the Covid pandemic, we did not hold our annual membership 
meeting and allowed voting for officers to be done by email due to the circumstances.  Our bylaws state, “Ten 
members shall constitute a quorum for membership meetings.”   Therefore rather than sending a notice to 
our entire membership, since our docent list and Board members total more than ten people, we decided that 
we met our bylaws requirement by having at least of our docents and Board members respond to vote, which 
they did.  Re-elected officers are Co-Presidents Dale Phillips and Xyta Lucas; re-elected Treasurer is Virginia 
Reynolds.   

Note:  When we have two co-presidents, it is not necessary to also have a Vice-President, and since the three 
of us are all performing in the role of “Acting Secretary”, we will not vote this year on the offices of VP or 
Secretary.   Jill Werner last year asked to switch from gift shop manager (which Xyta Lucas has added to her 
duties), to coordinating volunteers.  Gift shop manager and volunteer coordinator are roles appointed by the 
president and don’t require a membership vote.   

************************* 

RECENT TOURS OF THE MUSEUM AND SETTLER’S CABIN 

In late March, we hosted a couple of groups for tours of the museum and our Settler’s Cabin, including an 
adult artists group from Texas and Louisiana, courtesy of Scarlett Basore, and a local home schooled group of 
children.  The children told us they were studying what life was like for children 100 years ago, so Dale Phillips 
dressed up in his vintage clothes and talked to the children about that time period.  After Dale finished talking 
with them, he posed with his great-grandfather’s gun.  
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 THE PLUNGE SWIMMING POOL SITE NOW AND THEN  

A large swimming pool, named the Plunge, was built by the Linebarger Brothers in 1924 at the north end of 
Lake Bella Vista.  It continued in operation through the Keith years and into the Cooper years, being closed in 
1990 and eventually filled in with dirt in 1994.  As the old photo shows below on the left, it was a very popular 
place!  Evidently some organization was holding a meeting at Bella Vista that day, and the men from that 
group were asked to line up on the east side of the pool, to be included in the photo.   Today this spot is a 
quiet park, with benches and a sidewalk running through it, named Memorial Park because it stands alongside 
the Veterans Wall of Honor.   A storage shed stands at the northeast corner of the former pool location.  The 
tree line in the background above today’s Cooper Elementary School is unchanged. 

  

************************* 

BELLA VISTA COUNTRY CLUB 

We are very happy to learn that the National Park Service accepted the nomination from the State Review 
Board of the Arkansas Historic Preservation Program for the BVCC to be placed on the National Register of 
Historic Places.   Again, our congratulations and thanks to Judy Griffin, the POA Advertising Sales Manager and 
a Bella Vista Historical Society Board member, and her team!   

************************* 

CEMETERY PROJECTS 

We are continuing the work we started last year on Bella Vista cemeteries.   A recent focus has been on the 
Nott Cemetery off Brims Ness Lane in the Highlands.   The Work Detail Teams of the Benton County Jail helped 
us put crosses at the three unmarked graves there, moved foot stones to their proper position and cut down 
two huge dead trees to keep them from falling on the gravestones in the future.   We also appreciate the help 
of Terry Davis in locating the unmarked graves; we couldn’t have done these cemetery projects without him.   
We still have more work to do at the Nott Cemetery but it is coming along.   

We also recently were able to place a marker for the Infant Mills gravesite in the Mills Cemetery above 
Blowing Springs RV Park.   We appreciate the help of Bob Young in making this happen.  In our next newsletter 
we will report on the rest of the work we are doing at Nott Cemetery, plus work at Funk Cemetery on Sherlock 
Drive and Beavers Cemetery off Edinburg in the Highlands.   It’s been a very busy winter/spring! 
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VINTAGE CLOTHESLINE POLES 

Recent additions to the museum grounds were two old clothesline poles now standing out behind the Settler’s 
Cabin.   On a cold day in mid-January, a Work Detail Team from the Benton County Jail was able to unearth the 
first one from the homestead of the Robbins/Gore house that stood near the north end of the present day 
Lake Ann dam and place it at the museum.   The house was built in 1905 but the age of the pole is unknown.   
We appreciate the cooperation of the Gore family and Cooper Communities, and all the help from the Work 
Detail Teams with this project.   

The second pole was donated to the museum by Sara Parnell, the former owner of the Artist Retreat Center.   
It was moved from her farm to the museum by volunteers Dale Phillips and Brian Mobley, and another Work 
Detail Team placed it in the ground in early February.  The poles are lined up with each other so that their 
purpose is apparent but for safety reasons, a clothesline will not be stretched between them. 

  

************************* 

OLD FARM HISTORY 

People who like to get out and explore the woods of Bella Vista sometimes find interesting sites.   For 
example, Bella Vista resident Barney Kunkel found the remains of an old building, shown below on the left, 
down in the ravine behind his house in the Metfield area, and gave some of us a tour of it in mid-January.  
Shown below on the right are the remains of another old building discovered in March by BV Historical Society 
co-presidents Xyta Lucas and Dale Phillips, while they were working on the nearby Nott Cemetery in the 
Highlands area.  An outhouse foundation and indications of a well were also found nearby.  After Lake Bella 
Vista was built in 1915, the rest of what is now the City of Bella Vista was made up of farms until John Cooper 
Sr. starting purchasing them in the 1960’s to create Bella Vista Village, so these structures are definitely part of 
our farm history.  They were found on POA common property so they are accessible for exploring.   
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ROTATING TEMPORARY EXHIBITS 

We have continued our practice of displaying temporary exhibits in the Cooper Room of the museum.   Below 
left:  In January-February, we featured photos of old chimneys in the area by Bella Vista photographers John 
Craig, Dane Coffey, and Xyta Lucas.           
            

   

Above right:  For the Easter timeframe, Bella Vista resident Bruce Fox has on display a sample of his Easter 
themed Fisher-Price toys from the collection he started during the 35 years he worked for Fisher Price and 
ended up being their company historian.   

************************* 

DOCENTS NEEDED 

The docent role consists of welcoming visitors to the museum, giving a little information about Bella Vista 
history, explaining how the museum exhibits are laid out, and handling gift shop sales.   We need people who 
like interacting with others and enjoy learning about Bella Vista history.  We ask that they read Gil Fite’s book 
that was published in 1993 on the history of Bella Vista, and now the pictorial history book (Bella Vista Images 
of America) just published, co-authored by Dale Phillips and Xyta Lucas. 

If you are interested in becoming a docent with us, please contact our Volunteer Coordinator, Jill Werner, at 
jrwerner@cox.net or 479-721-3122.  All we ask of your time is just one afternoon a month for four hours.   

After being closed for 7.5 months last year due to the Covid pandemic, we re-opened the museum the end of 
October 2020 for just weekend afternoons, Saturday and Sunday, from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. but decided to have 
two docents each shift to deal with coordinating visitors in the museum and in our Settler’s Cabin on the 
museum grounds.   With all the Covid restrictions in place, some of our docents decided not to return or to 
delay their return to a later date this year, so we are actively seeking docents to help us out now! 
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REMINISCENCES FROM CAROLE LINEBARGER HARTER  

Carole is one of three granddaughters of C.A. 
Linebarger Sr., and she is the former president of 
the Bella Vista Historical Society (for 18 years!).   
She  recently shared some of her childhood 
memories about helping her father, C.A. 
Linebarger Jr., in Wonderland Cave:    

 

 “My special help was with my father in his search for any possible entry into Wonderland Cave, as there was a 
rumor that someone else was able to enter when the cave was closed to visitors. 

“My father recruited me to be his helper when I was just short of being a teenager, and since it seemed like he 
needed help, I agreed. It involved spending some time atop the area which was known to cover the area which 
had been provided with sidewalks and railings that protected sightseers from falling or doing anything that 
would hurt them while touring the cave with its long concrete walkways which extended from the entry, 
across the dance floor and then beyond the band stand and around behind that decorated back drop which 
blended with the motif of cardboard playing cards.  (Once a visitor was beyond the dance floor, the walkway 
narrowed and followed the natural terrain of the cave floor.)  

“My father had a heart condition which kept him from strenuous work, so I was happy to help.  It was easy to 
appreciate how deep the various pondings of water were as people only had to pick up a loose piece of stone 
and drop it over the railings and count to see how long it was before you could hear the stone splash into the 
standing water.  And it was at this point that I asked if we were going to have to go down to that pool, and I 
was told that we would not, which was a big relief for me.  But I should have asked him a few more questions 
because it was only a little bit before we came onto a place where I had to climb up onto a very large portion 
of the Cave’s ceiling that had fallen into the area through which we were tracking our distance.    

“Daddy had arranged with the caretaker couple who sold the visitors tickets and turned the lights on and off, 
that he would signal them when to do that so that we were in complete darkness, and if there was another 
opening for someone to enter through, it would be very noticeable with no other source of light.  He had been 
keeping a record of the feet we had gotten to so that later once we had exited the cavern, we could pace off 
his distance to the spot where there was an opening.  It was a good idea, but I was the one who had to climb 
up over this new giant rock, and once those lights were off, I couldn’t see a thing and had to be perfectly still 
until we had electric lights again.  When the lights were back on, my father helped guide me back to the 
walkway as my eyes were slow to adjust.  And I loved being back on the walkway, and it was then that we 
noticed a spot of light ahead, at the top of a massive hill of bat iguana, which we didn’t want to climb. Daddy 
felt he could use his measurements to locate that opening once we were on top the cave.  I was so happy to 
have helped him and survived my great adventure.  Once we found that light source, it was clear that no one 
was operating a business through that small opening, and since they didn’t have access to the light panels 
inside the lucked up interior, that was covered.” 
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DEVELOPMENT ALONG MERCY WAY 

While we are all about the history of Bella Vista, we are also very interested in the future of Bella Vista.  Along 
the north side of Mercy Way just west of Lambeth Drive, a large area has been cleared of trees, and we are 
waiting to hear what is going to happen with that area, which is just across Little Sugar Creek behind the Sugar 
Creek Shopping Center.   We have heard that Cooper Communities is clearing the area for commercial 
development.  While the vet at that corner is expanding, it’s only two rooms being added on to the back of 
their building, so that is not part of the large area being cleared.   

In the early years of Bella Vista Village, part of that area included the original RV campground that Cooper set 
up, prior to moving it all to Blowing Springs in 1995 after the campground was damaged several times by 
serious flooding from the nearby creek (with camper vehicles floating down the creek).  At the northwest 
corner of that property now being cleared are the remnants of that old campground, including concrete picnic 
tables still standing (see recent picture below right).   If you look closely at the 2014 Google Earth picture 
below left, you can see ten parking spaces, abandoned by then, that had been allotted for campers off a large 
circle of pavement. 

  

************************* 

VINTAGE “INFORMATION CENTER” SIGN 

We appreciate antiques dealer Chris Hulett working with us in January to give us a discount on the purchase of 
this vintage Cooper era sign, which likely stood at the west end of the Lake Bella Vista dam.  The purchase was 
made possible due to the efforts of our Board member, Chuck Pribbernow, who did a fundraising campaign 
online for his 70th birthday in December.  Chuck was so successful that he raised more than the cost of this 
sign, so he donated the excess to the Bella Vista Civil War Roundtable, of which he is president.   Our thanks 
go to Chris and to Chuck, and also to the Work Detail Team from the Benton County Jail who hung the sign for 
us in the Cooper Room. 
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OUR THANKS ALSO GOES TO... 

...the POA General Grounds and Maintenance crews who are once again this season taking care of our 
museum grounds. 

...Pat Kirby who recently retired as docent to pursue a new phase in her life to include traveling with her newly 
retired pastor husband, Mark.      

...the Bella Vista Men’s Chorus who recently donated all their scrapbooks and other artifacts for our scrapbook 
repository at the museum.   

...Jim Lucas for making nearly 100 little crosses for us to place on unmarked graves at the Beavers Cemetery 
(more about that project in the next newsletter), to Dale Phillips for painting all of them, and to the Work 
Detail Team from the Benton County Jail for digging the holes to place them on the graves.  We also thank 
Suzanne Evans and Virginia Reynolds for their delicious meals that they made for the Team’s lunches, and 
Harps in Town Center for donating chicken box lunches to the Team on one of their work days.  We really 
appreciate the help. 

************************* 

WEATHER 

Although we had record breaking low temperatures in 
February (we closed for the afternoon due to the 
weather conditions on Sunday, Feb. 14, and it was 
almost 18 below on Tuesday morning, Feb. 16, at the 
editor’s house in eastern Bella Vista), we saw some 
beautiful sunsets over the past few months. 
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MEMBERSHIP 

Please note that if you renew your membership in our Historical Society now, it is good for the entire calendar 
year of 2021. New members are welcome to sign up for membership any time during the year.   Renewal is 
always due January 1 of the following year.  You may mail your check to us, or stop by in person when we are 
open to pay by check, credit card or debit card.   

By becoming a member, you support the preservation of Bella Vista’s rich and unique history, and help us 
educate the public.  Benefits include receipt of our quarterly newsletter and an invitation to our annual 
membership meeting usually held each March.  Our newsletter is available by email or snail mail, but of course 
we would prefer to have your email address so that we can avoid mailing costs.  If you don’t have email, 
however, we will mail our newsletter to your home address.  We have no paid staff, so all revenue including 
membership dues and donations is applied to our general operating expenses unless you specify a particular 
project.  We very much appreciate the financial support we receive from the City of Bella Vista, which helps us 
pay for major operational expenses, but we still need your individual membership dues and donations to help 
us to continue to improve the museum in every way we possibly can.   Thank you!   
 
 
Bella Vista Historical Society  
1885 Bella Vista Way  
Bella Vista, AR 72714  
 
(479) 855-2335 n 
www.bellavistamuseum.org  
 
Date: ___________________________  
 
Name: ___________________________________________________________________  
 
Street Address: ____________________________________________________________  
 
City, State, Zip Code:________________________________________________________  
 
Telephone: ________________ Email Address: __________________________________  
 
 
Membership Fee:  
 
Individual $15  ________ 
 
Family $25  ________ 
 
Corporate $50  ________ 
 

Donations in excess of your membership dues are very welcome also. 
 

The Bella Vista Historical Society is a 501(c)3 organization and donations qualify as tax deductible. 
 

Thank you for your support!                                                                             
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